In the order of composition of the Sonatas, Valle-Inclan was guided more by the availability of already published fragments and episodes than by any over-all thematic design. As a result, the four novels came to be written in a reverse seasonal order, beginning with Sonata de °toil° in 1902 1 and proceeding backwards through summer, spring and, finally, winter. The young Marques de Bradomin of Sonata de primavera, consequently, did not make his appearance until 1904, after the autumn dalliance in Galicia and the summer odyssey through Mexico -a hard act, indeed, to follow, since Bradomin had already achieved his maximum definition. The chronological disadvantage of the Primavera is compounded by the choice of theme. Here again Valle-Inclan is guilty, if that is the right word, of exploiting his own thematics: the superstitions, witchcraft and exorcisms of a world still inclined to perceiving the ancient struggle between Good and Evil as a visible and tangible reality. He had reworked these and similar themes many times prior to the Primavera and would continue to do so even as late as 1913 . To what extent could this new elaboration of old themes contribute to the unity of the Sonatas and heighten our perceptions of Bradomin after the memorable "summer" and "autumn"? The answer offered in this study is mixed. On the one hand, the Primavera is the most disquieting and least cohesive segment of the tetralogy, primarily because of its ill-chosen thematics. On the other hand, despite its somewhat anomalous and "unspringlike" character, it does, of course, succeed in sustaining the remarkable unity of the whole, albeit in more subtle and problematical ways than those employed in the other three novels. These elements are, principally, an ironic manipulation of the theme of the satanic, the innate theatricality of the protagonist and those around him Up to the point of the stabbing, the posturing of Bradomin has been spasmodic and insecure. The game has been his own, without opposition, and his attitude one of restless indecision. However, the moment he learns that the Princess Gaetani knows about the attack and is clearly his adversary, he tells us that he stopped doubting and was no longer afraid. The gauntlet is now down, and he accepts the challenge with all the theatrical machismo of a would-be disciple of Satan. In short, he adopts the posture, and the rhetoric, of a "devilish" villain (pp. 60-62). Bradomin the actor is again at work. With a smile on his lips, he once more twists his mustache and boldly confronts his outraged hostess. The silence of the room whirls about like "a malevolent bat." His voice gains a quality of "feline amiability"; his words carry a "satanic aura"; his pride rises in him "in gusts" (that "diabolically" suggestive word that Valle-Inclan constantly overplays in this novel). The confrontation is one of will against will, and for the moment it results in a stalemate. To All quotations are taken from this edition of the Primavera; page numbers subsequently will be indicated at the end of the passages cited. 5 The act of mourning for the death of the Monserior is a charade also for his sister-in-law, the Princess Gaetani. On being told the news, she faints with a studied slowness ("she was in the process of fainting") and conveniently reaches a divan as she falls 6 Gerard Cox Flynn holds that Bradomin "tries to violate" her but is discovered and wounded "before he can work his will" ("The Adversary: Bradomin," Hispanic Review, 29 [1961] , 124). This contradicts not only the text but the very nature of Bradomin's personality and his way of viewing himself and the world around him. As we shall note from time to time, Flynn's reading of the Primavera can at times be very perceptive, but it suffers from a serious incomprehension of irony. He takes Bradomin and his "diabolism" far too seriously, going so far as to see him as the Devil incarnate. As an antidote, the reader should consult Jose Alberich's "Ambigiiedad y humorismo en las Sonatas de Valle-Inclan," Hispanic Review, 33 (1965) ,
